
a free pattern by 

katie startzman

A snug felt jacket for your beer insulates and protects the contents and absorbs any condensation on 
cold bottles. 

The cozy is quickly worked in the round from the bottom up. Simple shaping around the rim ensures 
that it does not flare when  it is felted. Use up your stash and have fun with stripes, or go for quick-and-
easy with a color block or solid-color cozy. You can also add mini pompoms or tassels for extra fun.

materials

tools
One set of five double-pointed needles (dpn) size US 
10 1/2 (6.5 mm). Change needle size if necessary to 
obtain correct gauge.

Stitch marker, yarn needle, basin or sink with hot water, 
dish soap or shampoo, towel and disposable razor.

A six pack of your favoirte beer.

gauge

abbreviations

Gauge before felting: 14 sts and 18 rows = 4”(10 cm) 
in Stockinette stitch.

•  MC: M-18 Khaki
•  CC1: M-113 Oregano
•  CC2: M-160 Dynamite Blue

•  CC3: M-187 Turquoise Depths
•  CC4: M-162 Mulberry
•  CC5: M-110 Orange You Glad

•  CC6: M-14 Sunburst Gold
•  CC7: M-155 Lemon Drop

BO: Bind off
CC: Contrast color
CO: cast on
Cont: Continue, continuing
Dpn(s): Double-pointed needle(s)
K2tog: Knit 2 sts together (1 stitch decreased)
Kfb: Knit front and back (1 st increased)
MC: Main color
St(s): Stitch(es)
St st: Stockinette Stitch (knit right-side rows, 
purl wrong-side rows.

beer cozy

For the Color-block cozy, you need 1 skein each of M-187, Turquoise (MC) and M-155, Lemon Drop (CC). 
Yarn Note: Brown Sheep Lamb’s Pride Worsted yarn works well for this pattern because it felts so evenly. If you are going 
to substitute yarn, knit and felt a test swatch, as the pattern is dependent on a well-felted cozy for a good fit.

Brown Sheep Lamb’s Pride Worsted [85% wool / 15% mohair; 190 yards (173 meters) / 4 ounces (100 grams)]: 
For stripe cozy, you will need 1 skein each:

main body of cozy
Height = length from bottom of work to top edge of body
Width = measurement of center of piece when pressed flat

Before Felting After Felting
Height Width Height Width
8.25” (21 cm) 5” (12.5 cm) 5.75” (14.5) 4” (10 cm)

sizes and finished measurements 
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beer cozy2
the pattern
With MC, CO 6 sts. Join for working in the round, placing 
stitch marker at beginning of round.
Round 1: *Kfb, repeat from * to end — 12 sts. 
Round 2: *K1, kfb, repeat from * to end — 18 sts.
Round 3: Knit.
Round 4: *K2, kfb, repeat from * to end — 24 sts.
Round 5: *K3, kfb, repeat from * to end — 30 sts.
Round 6: *K4, kfb, repeat from * to end — 36 sts.
Round 7: Purl. 
Rounds 8-35: Knit 28 rounds.

Rounds 36-39: Work one rounds each in sequence of 
CC1, CC2, CC3, CC4.  
Alternately, for a colorblock cozy, 
work 4 rounds with CC. then proceed to Round 40, follow 
the directions for shaping, but continue to use CC. 
Round 40: With CC5, *k7, k2tog, repeat from * to end — 
32 sts. 
Round 41: With CC6, knit.
With CC7, bind off.

felting

You can weave in ends if you like, but for the stripes I prefer to knot the ends and trim the ends to 1” long. To felt, add a 
squirt of dish soap to a dishpan and fill it with really hot water. Put the piece in the water and let it soak a bit. Now roll 
and squeeze it in your hands, swish it around or knead it like bread dough. At first the piece will grow and get larger, but 
soon the stitches start coming together and shrinking. 

Continue felting until the stitches begin to disappear, and then keep going! Felting the piece completely is necessary for the 
cozy to be sturdy, so don’t stop prematurely. When the piece is about 75%  felted, trim any yarn ends close to the fabric. 
Keep felting until the piece is firm and feel noticeably thicker.  You can try it on the jar or bottle it will be used with- this is 
another way to check to see if you are done. If it doesn’t fit, keep going, you can add more hot water if you like.

Rinse in cold water to remove any soap and then roll in a towel to remove excess water. Shape to your liking and let it dry 
on the jar or bottle. When the piece is totally dry it will maintain that shape. You can remove excess fuzz by “shaving” 
the piece with a disposable razor.
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3beer cozy

For the pompom, wrap yarn around three fingers 50 or 60 times. Tie the bundle tightly in the middle. Trim loops and ends 
to make a fluffy pompom. 

Using contrasting yarn, tie pompom and tassel to cozy. Go drink a beer. 

For tassel, wrap yarn around three fingers 12 times. Put a yarn needle through one side of the loops and wrap a piece of 
yarn around the bundle four times. Knot the yarn and trim closely. Cut the loops on the bottom of the bundle, trim ends. 
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cozy
family

Get the whole family of sizes in one detailed 
pattern at www.duofiberworks.com or 

on Ravelry.com


